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Introduction to Circuit Training & P.E. Station Workouts 

This dynamic, multifaceted cardiovascular development program is ideal for your physical 
education class, fitness class or personal workout and is designed to: 

• Improve age appropriate aerobic capacity
• Improve age appropriate coordination
• Improve age appropriate strength
• Improve age appropriate mobility
• Create a high-energy, fun cardiovascular-based exercise environment for all

ages and ability levels!

This illustrated instruction manual with cues and safety tips will easily demonstrate the 
suggested exercises performed in one minute intervals with 15 seconds silence to prepare 
for the next exercise. This type of program is named “Circuit Training” in fitness arenas and 
“Stations” in physical education classes.  (Station is usually referred to as the designated 
area of the room to perform a specific exercise). Station exercise descriptions are included 
both with and without equipment.  

Also included is a music CD for the Warm-Up, Workout and Cool-Down. Choose between a 
20-minute workout with 8 Stations or a 30-minute workout with 16 Stations.  Just press “play”
and the music starts and stops with coaching cues.  The last track on the CD is a 20-minute
continuous medley for creating a custom workout or for demonstration use. Once familiarized
with the program, any exercises can be mixed and matched and substituted for other
exercises.

Levels included are: 
Ages 6-10 (Grade School) 
Ages 11-13 (Middle School) 
Ages 14-18 (High School) 
Ages 18 + (College/Adult) 

Exercises are progressed based on complexity of the biomechanical and physiological 
demands.  Any level can progress to the next level of exercises!  For example, if a grade 
school group becomes proficient at their level of activity, they can progress to the middle 
school level. 
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Chapter 1 
Designing and Setting-Up the Workout 

Room Set-Up 
1. Denote 8 sections of the exercise area or gym.  Try utilizing all four corners of the

room. Each area will be called a “Station”.  You may need to use a designated space
twice.

2. Choose the 8-Station, 16-Station or Custom Workout.  You may want to post numbers
or a wall sign at each Station.

3. Place necessary equipment at each Station. You will need to double up on the
equipment in each area for the 16-Station workout.

Class Set-Up for Teachers 
1. Demonstrate each Station with participants emphasizing proper alignment and safety.
2. Divide the group in four and delegate their first Station.
3. Begin with all participants in the center of the room warming-up together. Play the

Warm-Up music.  When the Warm-Up music stops, participants go to their first
Station. (Or press continuous play.  There are 15 seconds between tracks 1 and 2).

4. Play the selected Station music and participants begin the activity at the first Station
for the one minute duration.

5. When the music stops, participants have 15 seconds of silence to go to the next
Station. It is recommended that grade school and middle school participants move to
subsequent Stations using a varied locomotor pattern such as skipping, running,
shuffling, hopping, etc. and move in a clockwise rotation.

6. After completing all 8 Stations (or desired number of Stations depending on time), all
participants go to the center of the room for the Cool Down.  Play the Cool Down
music.

Class Set-Up for Individuals 
1. Play the Warm-Up music.  Perform the suggested list of Warm-Up exercises. When

the music stops, proceed to the area you designated as a Station area.
2. Play the selected Station music and begin the activity at the first Station for the one

minute duration.
3. When the music stops, perform a type of aerobic exercise like walking in place,

running in place, jump rope or aerobic dance during the 15 seconds of silence.
4. After completing all the Stations, play the Cool-Down music and perform the Cool-

Down exercises until music begins again.

Modify the Workouts 
It is important to modify to fit the age and ability level of the partipant(s). As a solo participant, 
if you feel any pain in your joints or you are recovering from any injury, it is imperative that 
you modify the exercises accordingly or substitute exercises more appropriate.  If working in 
a group environment and the designated exercise is too difficult for a few individuals, it is 
recommended to substitute easier exercises for the entire group to keep the "team" spirit.  If 
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there is a particular individual recovering from injury, be sure to adjust the exercise 
accordingly as not to irritate the area that has been injured for that one individual. (Even if it 
means just walking around the room during that Station). 

Equipment Used in This Program 
The following is a list of equipment in this Guide.  Not all equipment is used for every 
program.  Equipment can be obtained online through various physical education or exercise 
equipment catalogs. 

1. Jump Ropes
2. Agility Ladders
3. Cones
4. Basketball or Soccer Balls
5. Bean Bags
6. Low Balance Beams

7. Medicine Balls
8. Exercise Tubing
9. Hurdles 4” x 6”
10. Valslides or Frisbees
11. Hula Hoops
12. Hand Weights 3 pounds

Music Used in This Program 
The music CD accompanying this guide is divided into a 20-Minute Workout, a 30-Minute 
Workout and a 20-Minute Continuous Play Custom Workout.  The 20 and 30-minute 
Workouts both consist of a five minute Warm-Up and five minute Cool Down. These are listed 
on separate tracks so the warm up and cool down times can be shortened if desired.  It also 
gives the opportunity to use other music for variety. The workout section plays the music for 
one minute, then silence for 15 seconds, then music again for one minute, etc. It has 
coaching cues to assist in starting and stopping movement.  

The music is created at an exercise pace.  Participants can step on each count for the faster 
locomotive movements and perform the core exercises to every other count. For example if 
the music count is 1,2,3,4, a push-up can be performed by going down for counts 1 & 2 and 
coming up on counts 3 & 4.  

Track #7 is a non-stop continuous medley of songs that can be used for customizing a 
workout and/or for demonstrations and performances by jump rope teams, dance teams, 
tinikling groups, etc. 

Music will stop after each track.  Press "continuous play" on your sound system to keep the 
music going with 15 seconds between tracks. 
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Tracks: 
20-Minute Workout

1. Warm-Up (5 minutes)
2. Eight Station Workout (10 minutes)
3. Cool Down (5 minutes)

30-Minute Workout
4. Warm-Up (5 minutes)
5. Sixteen Station Workout (20 minutes)
6. Cool Down (5 minutes)

20-Minute Custom Workout
7. Continuous Music Medley (20 minutes)

Staying within the Target Heart Rate Zone 
It is important to exercise within the heart rate zone for cardiovascular fitness and overall 
health benefits.  During the workout, each particpant should periodically check their heart 
rate.  To do this simply place two fingers on either your neck or your wrist where you can feel 
your heart beating.  After you find your pulse, look at your watch or clock and count the 
number of beats for 6 seconds.  Then times that number by 10 (for a total of 60 seconds) to 
find out your heart rate. 

When performing interval training your heart rate will go up. It is important that it does not 
exceed your maximum heart rate.  To calculate your maximum heart rate, take 220 and 
minus your age.  Ideally you want to stay between 65% to 85% of your heart rate. For 
example, if you are 20 years old, your projected maximal heart rate would be 200 beats per 
minute (220-age).  To work out in a safe and effective heart rate zone of 65-85% of your max, 
your heart rate should stay between 130-170 beats a minute. 
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Warm-Ups 
Since every individual is different, age and fitness levels play an important factor in properly 
warming up the body for a cardiovascular workout.  The Warm-Up music is recorded on a 
separate track so you have the option of varying the music anytime.  It is recommended that 
warm-up exercises begin with low impact movement and proceed into more aggressive 
movements.  Extend the duration of the low impact movements for older individuals.  
Observe the energy level of the class (especially the younger students) and modify to fit.  You 
may have your own individual warm up preference. 

Listed below are low impact warm-up exercises.  Repeat the exercises as needed and modify 
them to fit the appropriate age level. 

Stretches Up - Reach arms up overhead alongside of body and return while inhaling deep 
breaths. 
Shake Legs – Warm-up legs by kicking each leg low to ground forward and sideways. Kick 
small on each count of music as if you are shaking out your leg. 
Upper Trunk Twists – Right arm reaches across body and toward upper left. Repeat left arm 
to upper right. 
Crossover Trunk Twists – Right arm reaches across stomach to left side. Repeat left arm to 
right side. 
Crossover Toe Touches – Right arm reaches across stomach to left foot. Repeat left arm. 
Roll Up – With feet together, bend knees slightly, touch toes and slowly roll up. 
Hip Sways – Hands on hips and move hips side to side. 
Hip Rolls – Hip rolls in a circle to right. Repeat other direction. 
Trunk Twists – Hands on hips and rotate trunk to right and left. 
Lunges Side and Front – Side lunge right, hold, then ¼ turn trunk to right and perform a 
front lunge keeping knee behind toe, hold, straighten leg and perform a hamstring stretch. 
Repeat other side. 

Begin “picking up the pace” and getting the heart rate up by performing the following 
exercises (repeat as necessary): 

Squat Reaches – With knees parallel and toes facing front, squat down at the same time 
reaching arms forward. Perform a small jump and return to standing position. 
Side Skating – Step or jump to the right with right foot. Cross the left foot behind the right 
foot as far as possible keeping trunk forward and left arm reaches forward. Repeat to left. 
Shadow Boxing – With wrists at eye level, circle the wrists over each other, then punch 
right, circle again, then punch left.  Repeat. 
Football Shuffles – Run in place fast in a slightly bent knee position. ¼  turn to right, then 
“shuffle” again, repeat one quarter rights and end up facing front. 
Jumping Jacks – Jump feet out at the same time arms come up sides and meet at top. 
Jump feet together at the same time arms come down to side.  Perform four, then ¼ turn right 
and perform four more and repeat turning and jumping and end up facing front. 
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Knee Slaps – Run in place three steps, then on the fourth step bring the right knee up and 
slap it.  Repeat other leg. 
Knee Lifts – Step right foot to right side as both arms go up in a “v”. Bring left knee up and 
touch right elbow to left knee. Repeat other side. 

Cool Down 
The heart needs to gradually cool down before stretching exercises occur.  This is a good 
time to monitor the heart rate by walking around the room and taking a pulse count.  The 
music used in the cool down has a definite break about two minutes into the song.  It is 
recommended that the first two minutes be spent in a fast walking pace. Listed below are 
stretching exercises to be performed next (or design your own!). Avoid exercises that place 
the head below the heart.  Adjust the exercises to the appropriate age and ability level 
accordingly. Stretches should be held for five breathes. Safety tip: Only stretch to the feeling 
of slight discomfort. Never force a stretch. 

Reaches to the Sky – Reach both hands overhead, grab wrist, and stretch upward. 
Cat Stretch – With feet apart, put hands on knees and roll back up like a cat, then return. 
Shoulder Stretch – Bring right arm overhead, behind head and touch left shoulder and drop 
head forward. Lift head upward and stretch shoulder area. Left hand grabs right shoulder for 
support. Repeat other side. 
Arm Crossover Stretch – Bring right arm straight across chest while left hand pulls it closer 
to chest. Repeat other side. 
Quad Stretch and Balance – Stand on right leg and lift left leg back trying to touch heel to 
buttock.  Keep knees together and press hips forward.  Repeat other side. 
Calf Stretch – Lunge right leg forward keeping right knee in alignment with ankle. Gently 
place hands on right knee and press left heel into ground to stretch calf. Repeat other side. 
Hip Flexor Stretch – Deep lunge right until hands touch the floor. Be sure knee is not over 
the toe, but in alignment with each other. Repeat other side. 
Hamstring Stretch – Sit on ground and extend right leg straight as left leg bends with left 
foot on right inner thigh. Reach forward and stretch right leg. Repeat other side. 
Butterfly Stretch – Bring both feet together and slowly drop chest towards floor. 
Overall Stretch – Lie on back with arms out to side and bring right knee up. Cross right knee 
over body while looking to right over shoulder. Repeat other side. 
Relaxation Stretch – Lie on back and bring arms overhead and stretch entire body from 
head to toe.  Bring arms down and relax with four count breathing. 
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Chapter 2 
The Basic Workout 

Since this is a cardiovascular workout, the purpose is to keep your heart rate at your target 
heart rate.  To determine your target heart, see Chapter 1: Staying Within Your Heart Rate 
Target Zone. 

Here is a basic workout routine. Modify if there are time, equipment or space restraints. 

5-Minute Warm-Up
1. Walk in place, walk on a treadmill or use a stationary bicycle
2. Mix and match the warm-up exercises listed in previous chapter

10-Minute Circuit/Station Workout
1. During the one-minute music sections do the following exercises. (Mix and match them

for variety and always go at your own pace).
A. Jumping Jacks
B. Sit-Ups
C. Push-Ups
D. Squats (keep knees aligned with toes)
E. Lunge Walks (keep knees aligned with toes)
F. Reverse Push Up  (sit on ground with hands/feet on ground, push hips up

and bend and straighten arms)
G. Kicks Forward and Side (keep below 90 degrees from floor and work at your

own pace)
H. Side Skating (large step right to right, bring left behind right, repeat other

side)
I. Option:  Any upper body exercises utilizing 3 pound weights

2. During the 15 second silence time, you have a choice of the following
A. Walk or run in place or around room
B. Use a Step and step up and down continuously
C. Any other type of aerobic activity such as jump rope or mini-tramp

20-Minute Circuit/Station Workout
1. Repeat the 10-Minute Workout listed above twice.

5-Minute Cool Down
1. Walk until heart rates slows back to normal
2. Mix and match the Cool Down exercises listed in previous chapter

Note: Always take notice of any pain in the joints.  Pain in joints is a result of improper 
alignment. The feeling should be in the muscles that you are working, not the joints. 
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Chapter 3 
Ages 6-10 (Grade School)  No Equipment 

-Station 1:  Bear Crawls-------------------------------------------- ---

Set-Up 
1. Participants begin in push-up position
2. Participants use hands and feet to ambulate in a meandering pattern
3. Continue until music stops

Cues 
1. Keep knees bent
2. Weight should be even on hands and feet
3. Youngsters are encouraged to make “bear” sounds

Safety Tips 
1. Allow for proper space between participants to avoid stepping on feet or hands
2. Avoid if contra-indicated by any biomechanical limitations.
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Station 2: Crab Raises-----------------------------        ----------      ---------- 

Set-Up 
1. Participants begin in a seated position with hands and feet in contact with the ground
2. Keeping the knees bent at 90 degrees, the participants raise the hips until full

extended
3. Repeat until music stops

Cues 
1. Hips parallel to the ground

Safety Tips 
1. Do not pass point of hips parallel to the ground during extension
2. Avoid if contraindicated by any biomechanical limitations
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Station 3:  Kangaroo Hops-------------------------        -----      ------------- 

Set-Up 
1. Participants begin in a squatting position with hands on the floor in between the feet
2. Participants hop so hands and feet come off the ground
3. Participants return to the beginning position
4. This is repeated in a meandering pattern until music stops

Cues 
1. Hips low to the ground
2. Keep chest as high as possible
3. Hands and feet leave the ground

Safety Tips 
1. Allow for proper space between participants to avoid stepping on feet or hands
2. Avoid if contra-indicated by any biomechanical limitations
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Station 4:  Push-Up Plank Hold-------------------        --------      ---------- 

Set-Up 
1. Participants in a push-up position
2. Shoulders are over the hands, hips are at shoulder level
3. Head is neutral
4. Hold for duration of the Station without raising or lowering the hips

Cues 
1. Keep shoulders over hands
2. Keep hips the level of the shoulders
3. Don’t let hips raise or lower

Safety Tips 
1. The lower back should remain flat without “sagging”
2. Avoid if contra-indicated by any biomechanical limitations
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Station 5: X Jacks-----------------------------------------------      --------------- 

Set-up 
1. Participants begin standing with legs outside of shoulder width, arms straight and at a

45 degree above shoulders
2. Participants bring arms across the front of body in a crossing manner having hands

end up at opposite hip
3. Simultaneously, the legs are brought together
4. Hands and legs are then simultaneously brought back to the starting position
5. This is repeated in a “jumping jack” manner in place with legs and arms crossing

Cues 
1. Try to move on every other count of the music
2. Coordinate upper and lower body movement

Safety Tips 
1. Avoid jumping if any ankle or knee pain is present
2. Avoid if contra-indicated by any biomechanical limitations
3. Allow for proper space between participants to avoid stepping on feet or hands.
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Station 6: Frog Hops-------------------------------------------      --------------- 

Set-Up 
1. Participants in a push-up position
2. Shoulders are over the hands, hips are at shoulder level
3. Head is neutral
4. Knees are quickly and explosively brought to the outside of the elbows
5. Feet land next to and outside of the hands
6. Return to beginning position
7. Repeat until music stops

Cues 
1. Knees come to the outside of the elbows
2. Hips stay low

Safety Tips 
1. Avoid if contra-indicated by any biomechanical limitations
2. Allow for proper space between participants to avoid stepping on feet or hands.
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Station 7:  Supermans------------        ------------------------       ------------- 

Set-Up 
1. Participants lay prone with legs extended and arms extended
2. Participants simultaneously lifts arms and legs (keeping each straight) up off of the

ground and hold for 4 counts
3. Repeat for duration of the Station

Cues: 
1. Keep arms and legs straight

Safety tips: 
1. Avoid excessive hypertension. Encourage students to reach “out” instead of “up”
2. Avoid if contraindicated by any biomechanical limitations
3. Allow for proper space between participants
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Station 8:  Popcorn Pops----------------------        -------       ---------------- 

Set-Up 
1. Participants begin in a squatting position, feet outside of shoulder width apart
2. Participants jump up and then “crumble” to the ground upon landing ending in a seated

or lying position
3. Participants scurry to their feet as soon as possible to repeat until music stops

Cues 
1. Youngsters are encouraged to yell “pop” as they jump up

Safety tips: 
1. Avoid if contraindicated by any biomechanical limitation
2. Allow for proper space between participants
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Chapter 4 
Ages 6-10 (Grade School) With Equipment 

Station 1:  Hula Hoops----------------------------------------      -        -------- 

Set-Up 
1. Participants begin standing with hula hoop around waist
2. Participants circle waists and “hula hoops” around the waist, then tries it around each

wrist, then around each leg until the music stops

Cues 
1. Keep knees slightly bent
2. Youngsters are encouraged to continuously change to each body part

Safety Tips 
1. Allow for proper space between participants
2. Since hula hoops come in different sizes, use the smaller ones for this group
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Station 2:  Jump Rope S-Drill--------------------        --------------       ----- 

Set Up 
1. Place 5-6 (or less depending on space) jump ropes on the floor end to end and form a

“S” or other curved shape
2. Place a cone at each end of the rope
3. Participants line up single file behind cone
4. First person in line places foot on either side of the jump rope and runs as fast as they

can following the S or curved shape of the rope
5. Participants walk around the side of rope and repeat until music stops

Cues 
1. Keep one foot on either side of the jump ropes

Safety Tip 
1. Avoid stepping on the rope to avert tripping hazard
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Station 3:  Kangaroo over the River-----------        ---       ---------------- 

Set-Up 
1. Place two sets of 4-6” hurdles end-to end creating two lines of hurdles about 12-18

inches apart.  This should create a lane or “river” in between the lines of hurdles, much
like a road in between two fence-lines

2. Participants line up single file behind the first hurdle on either side
3. First participant begins in a squatting position with hands on the floor in between the

feet
4. Participants hop laterally so hands and feet come off the ground, jumping over both

lines of hurdles, clearing the “river”
5. Participants return to the beginning position
6. This is repeated until the participants have gone to the end of the line of hurdles or

music stops

Cues 
1. Keep hips low to the ground
2. Keep chest as high as possible

Safety Tips 
1. Avoid knees coming over toes when landing
2. Avoid if contraindicated by any biomechanical limitations
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Station 4:  Squat Throw and Catch------        -------------      ------------- 

Set Up 
1. Participants each receive a ball (basketball or soccer size)
2. Beginning in a squat position the ball is held at chest level
3. Participants squat, then moves upward throwing the ball up as high as possible
4. Participants catch the ball and repeats
5. This is repeated for the duration of the music

Cues 
1. Attempt to throw the ball directly above one’s self
2. Squat as low as possible before throwing
3. Use two hands to throw

Safety Tips 
1. Be sure enough space is between participants to avoid balls landing on others
2. An option is to let the ball bounce on the ground before catching it
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Station 5: Agility Ladder Forward-----------------        - ---------------

Set Up 
3. Participants begin lined up behind an agility ladder in single file line
4. First participant runs through the ladder with one foot landing in each square
5. Drill is repeated once all participants have gone through
6. This continues for the duration of the music

Cues 
1. Reinforce proper running mechanics
2. Do not touch slats on ladder
3. Attempt to keep eyes up

Safety Tips 
1. Cue participants to wait until the person in front of them is far enough in front before

beginning
2. Encourage controlling pace to avoid tripping
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Station 6:  Balance Beam Shuffles------------        ---------       ----------- 

Set-Up 
1. Place a 2 x 4 foot  balance beam about 10’-15’ long on floor
2. Participants line up single file at the end of the beam
3. First participant steps both feet onto the beam laterally
4. Keeping the body low, the participant shuffles across the beam, attempting to stay on

the beam, then dismounts the beam at the other end
5. Other movement patterns like marching and shuffling with the other foot forward, etc.

can be substituted
6. Difficulty can be increased by keeping the hands behind the head

Cues 
1. Keep legs bent
2. Hips stay low
3. Keep chest up
4. No more than 2 participants on the beam at a time

Safety Tips 
1. Top of balance beam should not be more than 4 – 6 inches off the ground
2. Encourage a controlled pace to avoid tripping or falling.
3. Only allow one participant on the beam at a time
4. To keep others moving, have them shuffle on the ground in unison with the participant

on the beam
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Station 7:  Ball Touches----------------        -------------------      ------------ 

Set Up 
1. Each participant receives a ball (basketball or soccer size)
2. Participants spread out and place the ball on the ground in front of them
3. The right foot is placed on top of the ball
4. As fast as possible, the left foot replaces the right foot on top of the ball
5. This is repeated at as high a rate as possible
6. This is done for the duration of the music

Cues 
1. The ball should not move and the touches by each foot should be light
2. Give the participants a goal number to reach for

Safety Tips 
1. Instruct participants not to put full weight on ball
2. Encourage a controlled pace to avoid tripping or falling
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Station 8:  Bean Bag Slider Game (off-hand) ------ ----------- 

Set Up 
1. Set up a grid of 4-6 cones (area dependant on space)
2. Each participant receives a bean-bag
3. Participants move around the inside of the grid attempting to slide the bean bag across

the floor with their non-dominant hand and hit another participants foot
4. Once a participant is hit by a bean bag, they must leave the grid and do 20 jumping

jacks before returning
5. This is done for the duration of the music

Cues 
1. Instruct participants to keep bean bags sliding on ground
2. If a participant is hit by a bean bag not on the ground, they do not have to leave the

grid

Safety Tips 
1. Establish rules about bean bag remaining on floor at all times
2. Encourage a controlled pace to avoid tripping or falling
3. Make sure to spread participants out to avoid running over one another
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Chapter 5 
Ages 11- 13 (Middle School) No Equipment 

Station 1:  Roll-Ups-------------------------------------        -----       ----------- 

Set-Up 
1. Participants in seated position
2. Participants roll backward, keeping knees at chest
3. Participants roll forward to feet
4. End in a standing position
5. Repeat until music stops

Cues 
1. Don’t cross legs
2. Using hands is OK if necessary

Safety Tips 
1. Use gymnastics mat if necessary
2. Be sure there is enough room between participants
3. Avoid if there is prior knee injury
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Station 2:  Mountain Climber-------------        ---------------       ------------ 

Set-Up 
1. Participants in a push-up position
2. Shoulders are over the hands, hips are at shoulder level
3. Head is neutral
4. Knees are alternately brought to the chest as if running up a mountain
5. Repeat until music stops

Cues 
1. Hips stay low
2. Knees come all the way to the chest
3. Shoulders stay over hands

Safety Tips 
1. Allow enough room between participants
2. Avoid if contraindicated by any biomechanical limitations
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Station 3:  Perfect Push-Ups------------------------        --       -------------- 

Set-Up 
1. Participants in a push-up position with feet against the wall
2. Shoulders are over the hands, hips are at shoulder level from ground and head is

neutral
3. Keeping hips even height with the shoulders, participants lower body towards floor as

far as possible and then raises back to beginning position
4. Repeat until music stops

Cues 
1. Keep shoulders over hands
2. Keep hips the level of the shoulders
3. Don’t let hips raise or lower

Safety Tips 
1. Elbows should stay below parallel to the shoulders
2. Decrease the amount of distance to floor accordingly
3. Avoid if contraindicated by any biomechanical limitations
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Station 4:  Crab Walks-------------------------------       ---        --------------- 

Set-Up 
1. Participants begin in a seated position with hands and feet in contact with the ground
2. Keeping the knees bent at 90 degrees, the participant raises the hips until full

extended
3. Keeping hips extended, participant moves in a meandering pattern

Cues 
1. Keep hips up

Safety Tips 
1. Allow enough room between participants
2. Assign direction when moving
3. Avoid if contraindicated by any biomechanical limitations
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Station 5:  Facing Wall Squats-------------       ----------       --------------- 

Set Up 
1. Participants begin standing facing a wall about 12 inches from the wall with feet

shoulder width apart
2. Reaching between the feet, participants squat until hands touch the floor
3. Participants continue to inch towards the wall until they can no longer squat without

touching the wall

Cues 
1. Keep head straight up and down
2. Keep chest up
3. Touch the floor
4. The further from the wall, the easier, the closer, the more difficult

Safety Tip 
1. Avoid if contraindicated by any biomechanical limitations
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Station 6:   Hopscotch Feet---------------------------- -------------- 

Set-Up 
1. Participants line up in a single file line facing a destination line 10 yards away
2. Participants begin with feet out to sides wider than shoulder width
3. 1st participant in line begins to move forward moving their legs in and out as if they are

doing a jumping jack
4. When their feet come together, only one foot lands on the ground
5. This is done moving forward, alternating legs
6. Participants walk back along the sides and repeat until music stops

Cues 
1. Keep legs slightly bent
2. Land on the balls of the foot

Safety Tips 
1. Encourage a controlled pace to avoid tripping and falling
2. Allow enough room between participants
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Station 7:  Lunges------------------------------------ ------------------- 

Set-Up 
1. Participants begin in a standing position with feet together
2. Participants step forward on right leg in an exaggerated stride, lowering the back knee

toward the ground
3. Repeat other side and continue repeating until the music stops

Cues  
1. Keep front knee in alignment and do not have the knee go over the toes
2. Keep chest perpendicular to the ground
3. Hands do not touch legs

Safety Tips 
1. Allow enough room between participants
2. Avoid the knee coming over the toe when lunging
3. Avoid if any pain if felt in the knee or joints
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Station 8:  Alternating Supermans------       ------------        -------------- 

Set-Up 
1. Participants lay prone on the floor with legs and arms extended
2. Participants simultaneously lift contra-lateral arm and leg (keeping each straight) up off

of the ground and hold while counting to four
3. Repeat for duration of the music

Cues 
1. Keep arms and legs straight
2. If participant is hyperextending, have them keep their chin tucked to their chest

Safety Tips 
1. Avoid if pain in the lower back
2. Allow enough room between participants
3. Avoid if contraindicated by any biomechanical limitation
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Chapter 6 
Ages 11-13 (Middle School)        With Equipment 

Station 1: Medicine Ball Smashes--------------------      ---        ---------- 

Set-Up 
1. Each participant receives a medicine ball that is 6-12 pounds
2. Participants begin with medicine ball on the ground
3. Participants go into a squat position with feet on each side of the ball
4. Participants squat down to grab the ball
5. The ball is then rapidly lifted above the head and thrown down forcefully into the

ground
6. The sequence is repeated until the music stops

Cues 
1. Keep the chest up
2. Don’t bend over at the waist to pick up the ball
3. Keep head up.  Following the ball with the head may result in the ball bouncing up and

hitting the participant in the face

Safety Tips 
1. Remind participants not to follow downward motion of the ball with the head to avoid

the ball bouncing and hitting them in the face
2. Keep enough space between participants to avoid collision or being hit by  ball
3. Avoid if contraindicated by any biomechanical limitations
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Station 2:  Jump Rope Shuffle In and Out-------       --        ------------- 

Set Up 
1. Place 6-8 jump ropes parallel to one another, about 3 feet apart
2. Participants line up in single file line facing the parallel jump ropes
3. First participant shuffles in between rope 1 and 2, then 2 and 3, continuing until all the

way through the ropes
4. Participants walk briskly back to the beginning and repeat until music stops

Cues 
1. Keep feet wider than shoulder width apart
2. Don’t let feet come together in the middle
3. Keep center of mass low

Safety Tips 
1. Encourage a controlled pace to avoid tripping or falling
2. Avoid stepping on the jump rope
3. Monitor spacing between participants to avoid collision
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Station 3:  Tubing Skiers-----------------------------       - ---------------

Set Up 
1. Participants are given an exercise tubing band with handles
2. Participants partner up with someone of similar height
3. Partners connect cords by draping the cords over one another
4. While one partner stands with the cord handles held above their head, the other

partner squats down and brings the cord handles down past the hips
5. The partners then alternate, much like a rail-car movement
6. Continue for the duration of the music

Cues 
1. Keep chest high
2. Instruct participants to begin slowly to coordinate movements

Safety Tips 
1. Instruct participants to maintain grip on the cord at all times
2. Allow for ample space between participants
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Station 4:  1-Leg Wall passes----------        -----------------       ------------ 

Set Up 
1. Participants each receive a ball (should be bouncy and the size of a soccer/

basketball)
2. Participants line up facing a wall about arms length plus 2 feet away
3. Participants begin standing on 1 foot
4. Using a 2-hand chest pass, participants pass the ball into the wall repeatedly, without

letting the ball hit the ground
5. Participants complete as many passes as they can without letting the other foot come

down
6. Once the foot comes down, the participant changes feet
7. This continues for the duration of the music

Cues 
1. Keep the ball at chest level
2. Keep a low center of mass
3. Keep the standing knee bent

Safety Tips 
1. Modify for less coordinated participants by keeping both feet on the ground
2. Allow ample space between participants to avoid getting hit by balls
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Station 5:  Agility Ladder Sideways-------- ----------------------- 

Set Up 
1. Participants begin lined up at one end of the agility ladder in single file line
2. First participant runs through the ladder laterally with 2 feet touching down in each

square
3. Participants walk briskly back to the beginning and repeat
4. This continues for the duration of the music

Cues 
1. Reinforce proper running mechanics
2. Do not touch plastic slats on ladder
3. While both feet will contact in one square, only one should be on the ground at any

given time
4. Attempt to keep eyes up

Safety Tips 
1. Encourage a controlled pace to avoid tripping and falling
2. Allow ample room between participants
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Station 6: Leg Drivers----------------------------------        - ---------------

Set-Up 
1. Participants are given two Valslides or other device designed to slide horizontally

across a floor ( Frisbees or swatches of felt work as well)
2. Participant goes into a push-up position with hands on the Valslides or other sliding

device
3. Participant uses his or her legs to propel themselves in a meandering fashion.  The

hands slide on the sliding device and are used to navigate
4. A course of obstacles involving cones or other barriers can be created to be navigated

by the participants.

Cues 
1. Hips stay low
2. Knees do not touch the ground
3. Shoulders stay over hands

Safety Tip 
1. Avoid if contraindicated by any biomechanical limitations
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Station 7:  Wall Soccer Passes------------------- ------------------ 

Set Up 
1. Each participant receives a ball (basketball or soccer size)
2. Participants spread out facing a wall about 4-6 feet away
3. Using the inside of the foot, participants repeatedly pass the ball on the ground into the

wall alternating feet each time
4. This is continued for the duration of the music

Cues 
1. Use the inside of the foot

Safety Tip 
1. Encourage ball control to prevent being hit in the head with the ball
2. Be sure participant is wearing adequate shoes
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Station 8:  1-Leg Hop Bean Bag slider (off-hand) --- -------- 

Set Up 
1. Set up a grid of 4-6 cones (area dependant on space)
2. Each participant receives a bean-bag
3. Participants move around the inside of the grid hopping on one foot attempting to slide

the bean bag across the floor with their non-dominant hand and hit another
participants foot

4. Once a participant is hit by a bean bag, they must leave the grid and do 20 jumping
jacks before returning

5. This is done for the duration of the music

Cues 
1. Instruct participants to keep bean bags sliding on ground
2. If a participant is hit by a bean bag not on the ground, they do not have to leave the

grid

Safety Tip 
1. Enforce rules in regards to keeping the bean bag below the waist
2. Allow ample space between participants
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Chapter 7 
Ages 14-18 (High School)  No Equipment 

Station 1: Surfers----------------------------------------       ---        ------------ 

Set Up 
1. Participants begin in a prone position
2. Participants attempt to quickly get to their feet without the use of their knees on the

ground
3. The goal is to end up as if you are riding a surf-board
4. Repeat until the music stops

Cues 
1. Avoid the crawling position
2. Get to surfing position as fast as possible

Safety Tips 
1. Be sure there is enough room between participants
2. Avoid if contraindicated by any biomechanical limitations
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Station 2: Crab Raises with Leg Raise------------        -----      ---------- 

Set-Up 
1. 1. Participants begin in a seated position with hands and feet in contact with the

ground
2. Keeping the knees bent at 90 degrees, each participant raises their hips until fully

extended
3. Keeping hips extended, participant alternately brings knees to the chest
4. Repeat until the music stops

Cues 
1. Keep hips extended, parallel to ground

Safety Tips 
1. Stop if there is muscle cramping
2. Be sure there is enough room between participants
3. Avoid if contraindicated by any biomechanical limitations
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Station 3:  Squat Jumps------------------------        -----       ----------------- 

Set-Up 
1. Participants begin in a standing position, feet slightly wider than shoulder-width
2. Arms are straight and raised above the head
3. Participants lower their body into a squat position while simultaneously swinging arms

down past the hips
4. Participant jumps up while swinging the arms forward and upward
5. Participant lands in a squat position and repeats until music stops

Cues 
1. Keep chest up
2. Lower the hips

Safety Tips 
1. Be sure knee joints are warmed up with mild stretching and performing range of

motion of the knee joint
2. Avoid excessive flexion of the lumbar spine at landing and take-off
3. Avoid if contraindicated by any biomechanical limitations
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Station 4:  Push-Up and Rotate----------------        - --------------------

Set-Up 
1. Participants on the floor in a push-up position
2. Shoulders are over the hands, hips are at shoulder level
3. Head is neutral
4. Keeping hips even height with the shoulders, participant lowers body towards floor as

far as possible and returns to beginning position
5. Once approaching the beginning position, the participant raises an arm and leg

unilaterally as they rotate to a position perpendicular to the ground
6. Participant returns to beginning position and repeats alternating sides until music stops

Cues 
1. Keep shoulders over hands
2. Keep hips the level of the shoulders
3. Don’t let hips raise or lower

Safety Tips 
1. Elbows should stay below parallel to the shoulders
2. Decrease the amount of distance to floor accordingly
3. Avoid if contraindicated by any biomechanical limitations
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Station 5:  Sprint/ Shuffle/Grapevine----          --------      ---------------- 

Set-Up 
1. Participants line up about 5-6 feet apart facing a destination (denote with a marker,

line, or cone) as far as space will allow
2. Participants sprint to destination and back, immediately shuffle to the destination and

back, immediately grapevine to the destination and back
3. This is repeated for the duration of the music

Cues 
1. No stops are allowed, keep the movement going

Safety Tips 
1. Allow ample space between participants to avoid injury
2. Encourage a controlled pace to avoid falling or tripping
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Station 6:  Lizard Crawls--------      -----------------        --------------------- 

Set Up 
1. Participants in a push-up position
2. Shoulders are over the hands, hips are at shoulder level, head is neutral
3. Participants move forward by moving contra lateral hand and knee simultaneously,

keeping the hips level with the shoulders
4. This is repeated, moving in a meandering fashion until the music stops

Cues 
1. Keep hips low
2. Opposite hand and knee moves
3. Cue to have hand and foot land at the same time

Safety Tips 
1. Allow ample room between participants
2. Avoid if contraindicated by any biomechanical limitations
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Station 7:  Cobras---------------------------------------       ---------        ------- 

Set-Up 
1. Participants lie on floor in  prone position with legs extended and arms extended

perpendicular to the body
2. Arms are external rotated at the shoulder leaving the hands in a palms up position
3. Chin is tucked to the chest
4. Keeping the legs and feet down, palms upward, chin to chest, the chest is risen off the

ground while squeezing the shoulder blades together
5. This is repeated for the duration of the music

Cues 
1. Palms are upward do to external rotation at the shoulder
2. Feet stay down
3. Pinch shoulder blades together

Safety Tips 
1. Keep chin to chest if any neck pain
2. Avoid if contraindicated by any biomechanical limitations
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Station 8:  Jump Lunges-------      ----------------------------        ----------- 

Set-Up 
1. Participants begin in a large lunge stance (one leg in front of the other with the front

leg bent and the back leg straight)
2. Participants jump upward, switching the leg stance prior to landing in a lunge again

with the other leg forward
3. This is repeated for the duration of the music, switching legs every two counts

Cues 
1. Knee comes about 3 inches from the ground at the bottom
2. Keep front knee slightly behind or even with the front toe
3. Keep chest perpendicular to the ground

Safety Tips 
1. Avoid the knees traveling over the toes.  Keep it in alignment
2. To avoid excessive hyperextension of the spine, keep chin tucked to chest and tighten

glute muscles
3. Avoid if contraindicated by any biomechanical limitations
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Chapter 8 
Ages 14-18 (High School)  With Equipment 

Station 1: Medicine Ball Bucket Toss-------------------- -------- 

Set Up 
1. Begin in a push-up position with two hands on the medicine ball
2. Hop both feet up to a squatted position, needs outside the elbows, hands still on the

medicine ball
3. Stand up and lift the ball in a chopping motion over one shoulder (similar to dipping a

bucket in water and throwing the water over a shoulder)
4. Return to start position and repeat until music stops alternating shoulders each time

Cues 
1. Keep back flat when in push-up position
2. Keep chest up when standing up from squat position
3. Keep legs slightly bent when performing chop motion

Safety Tips 
1. Keep chest up while standing to avoid excessive flexion on the lumbar spine
2. Avoid if contraindicated by any biomechanical limitations
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Station 2:  Jump Rope Sprint In and Out------------ ------------ 

Set Up 
1. Place 6-8 jump ropes parallel to one another, about 3 feet apart
2. Participants line up in single file line facing the parallel jump ropes
3. First participant sprints in between rope 1 and 2, then 2 and 3, continuing until all the

way through the ropes
4. After drill, participants walk briskly along side of the ropes back to the beginning and

repeat until music ends
Cues 

1. Remind participants to wait until the first person has completed ropes 1 and 2 before
beginning

2. Encourage good upper body mechanics

Safety Tips 
1. Allow ample space between participants
2. Avoid stepping on jump ropes to prevent tripping
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Station 3:  Squat Jump and Throw---------------------- ---------- 

Set-Up 
1. Each participant is given a medicine ball 8-15 pounds
2. Participants line about 10 feet from a wall
3. Participants hold the ball at their chest and squat down
4. Upon standing back up, participants jump upward and releases the ball with two hands

vertically towards the wall, like a 2-handed basketball shot
5. Allow the ball to land and bounce on the ground before repeating
6. Repeat until music stops

Cues 
1. Keep chest up
2. Lower the hips
3. Release from both hands at the same time
4. Do not attempt to catch the ball off the wall

Safety Tips 
1. Watch for proper knee alignment
2. Allow ample space between participants
3. Instruct participants to wait for the ball to return instead of stepping in front of others

who are throwing the ball
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Station 4:   Moving Wall passes----------------------        -----       --------- 

Set Up 
1. Participants each receive a ball (should be bouncy and the size of a soccer/basketball)
2. 2 cones are set up about 3 feet from the wall, about 15 yards apart (modify for space

limitations)
3. Participants line up behind the first cone in a single file line facing the wall
4. First participant begins shuffling and chest- passing the ball into the wall repeatedly as

fast as possible toward the second cone
5. The drill is repeated from the second cone once all participants have gone
6. This is repeated for the duration of the music

Cues 
1. Keep the elbows high
2. Keep the center of mass low

Safety Tips 
1. Encourage a controlled pace to avoid tripping
2. Modify if coordination limitations by having participant staying in place
3. Allow ample space between participants
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Station 5:  Agility Ladder In and Out----------------- ------------- 

Set Up 
1. Participants begin lined up behind an agility ladder in single file line
2. First participant begins outside of the ladder facing perpendicular to it
3. Using a running motion, participant steps forward to place the left foot in the first

square
4. This is immediately followed by the right foot stepping forward into the second square
5. The left foot then steps back out of the 1st square, followed by the right foot from the

second square
6. The left foot then steps forward into the 2nd square, followed by the right foot in the 3rd

square
7. This cadence is continued to the end of the ladder
8. When completed, participants briskly walk along side of ladder and in line to get ready

to repeat the drill
9. This continues for the duration of the music

Cues 
1. Reinforce proper running mechanics
2. Do not touch slats on ladder
3. Attempt to keep eyes up
4. While specifics are outlined, as long as the general foot pattern is followed, the

coordinative goal will have been achieved

Safety Tips 
1. Have each participant wait until the person in front of them is half way through before

beginning.
2. If there is a large number of participants, have participants practice on floor next to

ladder to keep them moving always allowing ample space between students at all
times
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 Station 6: Tubing Twisters---------------------------- -------------- 

Set Up 
1. Participants are given exercise tubing with handles
2. Tubing is either secured to the wall or participants partner up and overlap cords
3. Tubing handles are brought together with the arms outstretched in front of the body
4. Beginning in an athletic stance, legs slightly bent, the participant rotates one way

keeping the arms outstretched in front of them, handles together.
5. Participant then rotates the other direction
6. If partners overlap cords, partners rotate in opposite directions
7. This is continued for the duration of the music

Cues 
1. Keep arms straight
2. Maintain an athletic stance

Safety Tips 
1. Instruct participants not to let go of the cords
2. Avoid if contraindicated by any biomechanical limitations
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Station 7:  In-and-Out Dribbles--------------------       -----        ------------ 

Set Up 
1. 8 cones are placed in a line about 2-3 feet apart
2. Each participant receives a ball (soccer or basketball size)
3. Participants line up in a single file line behind first cone
4. Using the feet, the first participant dribbles in and out around each of the cones

keeping control of the ball
5. This is repeated from the opposite end once every participant has completed the drill
6. This is continued for the duration of the music

Cues 
1. Keep the ball close to the foot
2. Use the inside and the outside of the foot to dribble
3. Do not touch the cones with the ball

Safety Tips 
1. Encourage participants to keep the eyes up to avoid running into each other
2. Demonstrate a controlled pace
3. Allow ample space between participants
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Station 8: 1-Leg Hop Bean Bag Slider (either hand) ---        - ----

Set Up 
1. Set up a grid of 4-6 cones (area dependant on space)
2. Each participant receives a bean-bag
3. Participants move around the inside of the grid hopping on one foot attempting to slide

the bean bag across the floor with either hand and hit another participants foot
4. Once a participant is hit by a bean bag, they must leave the grid and do 20 jumping

jacks before returning
5. This is done for the duration of the Station

Cues 
1. Instruct participants to keep bean bags sliding on ground
2. If a participant is hit by a bean bag not on the ground, they do not have to leave the

grid

Safety Tips 
1. Enforce rules in regards to keeping the bean bag below the waist
2. Allow ample space between participants
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Chapter 9 
Ages 18 + (College/Adult)  No Equipment 

Station 1: Cliff Scalers---------------------------------      ----------          ----- 

Set Up 
1. Participants begin on floor in push-up position
2. Participants move by bringing hands and feet together simultaneously and separating

again.
3. Participants move in a meandering pattern

Cues 
1. Keep hips down
2. Keep shoulders over the hands

Safety Tips 
1. Participants are encouraged to go at their own pace
2. Avoid if contraindicated by any biomechanical limitations
3. Allow ample space between participant
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Station 2:  Crab Raise with Alternate Hand/Leg Raise--- -- 

Set-Up 
1. Participants begin in a seated position with hands and feet in contact with the ground

and as far away from each other as comfortable
2. Keeping the knees bent at 90 degrees, participants raise the hips until fully extended
3. Keeping hips extended, participant alternately brings knees to the chest while

simultaneously lifting opposite hand off the ground and over the head
4. Repeat until music stops

Cues 
1. Keep hips extended, parallel to ground

Safety Tips 
1. Do not pass point of hips parallel to the ground during extension
2. Avoid if contraindicated by any biomechanical limitations
3. Instruct participants to stop if any muscle cramping occurs
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Station 3:  Squat Jump Side to Side------------------       - -----------

Set-Up 
1. Participants begin in a standing position, feet slightly wider than shoulder-width
2. Hands are straight and raised above the head
3. Participants lower body into a squat position while simultaneously swinging arms down

past the hips
4. Participants jump laterally and lands in a squat position
5. Participants repeat in a back and forth manner

Cues 
1. Keep head straight up and down
2. Keep chest up

Safety Tips 
1. Avoid is participant is complaining of knee pain
2. Instruct participants to have both feet land at the same time
3. Allow ample space between participants
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Station 4:  Push-Up with Alternate Arm and Leg Raise--- - 

Set-Up 
1. Participants on floor in a push-up position
2. Shoulders are over the hands, hips are at shoulder level and head neutral
3. Keeping hips even height with the shoulders, participants lower body towards floor as

far as possible and return to beginning position
4. Once approaching the beginning position, the participant raises contra lateral arm and

leg about 10 inches off the ground and holds momentarily
5. Return to beginning position
6. Repeat until music stops

Cues 
1. Keep hips level
2. Do not let hips raise or lower
3. Keep head in front of hands

Safety Tips 
1. Monitor participants body alignment keeping elbows below parallel to shoulders
2. Allow participants to go at their own pace
3. Avoid if contraindicated by any biomechanical limitations
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Station 5:  W Drill---------------------------------------      -------------        ---- 

Set Up 
1. Cones are placed about 10 yards (or smaller depending on room size) apart to

resemble a “W”
2. Participants line up behind the first cone in a single file line
3. One at a time, participants run around the outside of each cone and finishes at the

other end of the W
4. Once completed,  each participant walks back along the side of the cones to the

beginning
5. This is repeated using different movement patterns (shuffle, grapevine, forward/

backward) until music stops
Cues 

1. Go to the outside of the cones
2. Lower hips towards the ground when changing direction
3. Encourage eyes up
4. Keep it moving so participants do not stand for a long time

Safety Tips 
1. Set the pace by allowing enough space between for participants
2. If a cone should fall, all participants should stop until the cone is replaced
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Station 6:  Side Kicks-------------------------------------------- --            

Set Up 
1. Participants spread out and perform a Tae-Kwon-Do side kick alternating legs
2. This is continued for the duration of the music

Cues 
1. Keep hands towards midline in a “guard” position

Safety Tips 
1. Very important that there is ample space between participants and no contact
2. Instruct how to control kicks rather than “throwing joints” in the air
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Station 7:  Cobras with Kicks----------       --------------------        --------- 

Set-up 
1. Participants lie prone with legs extended and arms extended perpendicular to the body
2. Arms are external rotated at the shoulder leaving the hands in a “palms up” position
3. Chin is tucked to the chest
4. Keeping the legs and feet down, palms upward, chin to chest, the chest is risen off the

ground while squeezing the shoulder blades together
5. Chest remains elevated while legs alternately kick as in swimming (legs remain

straight)
6. This position is held for the duration of the music

Cues 
1. Keep legs straight as you kick
2. Chin remains on chest

Safety Tips 
1. Avoid if participant complains of lower back pain
2. Avoid if contraindicated by any biomechanical limitations
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Station 8:  Skater Plyos-------------------------------       ------        ---------- 

Set-Up 
1. Participants begin balancing on one leg
2. Participants bound laterally, landing on the opposite foot
3. Upon regaining balance, participant continues bounding laterally from foot to foot
4. This is repeated for the duration of the music

Cues 
1. Keep the chest up
2. Lower the hips towards the ground upon landing
3. Challenge yourself by covering more distance with each bound

Safety Tips: 
1. Modify if too difficult. Use two legs.
2. Allow ample space between participants
3. Avoid if contraindicated by any biomechanical limitations
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Chapter 10 

Ages 18 + (College/Adult)  With Equipment 

Station 1:  Med Ball Burpie Chops------------------------- - ------

Set Up 
1. Each participant receives an 8 to 20 pound medicine ball
2. Participants begin in a push-up position with hands on the medicine ball
3. Participants perform a push up and then hop feet up to either side of the ball ending in

a squat position with the ball in between the feet
4. Hands are holding the ball
5. The ball is lifted in a diagonal path over one shoulder
6. Participants return to similar position as #3
7. The participant hops both feet at the same time back to a push-up position
8. The entire sequence is then repeated, with the ball being lifted diaganolly over the

other shoulder

Cues 
1. Proper squat mechanics should be observed when lifting the medicine ball

Safety Tips 
1. Instruct the students to not let the ball leave their hands
2. Make sure participants are properly spaced in order to not run into each other
3. Make sure the ball is able to support the weight of a push-up prior to use with

participants.
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Station 2:  Jump Rope Sprint In and Out----------- ------------- 

Set Up 
1. Place 6-8 jump ropes parallel to one another, about 3 feet apart
2. Participants line up in single file line facing the parallel jump ropes
3. First participant sprints in between rope 1 and 2, then 2 and 3, continuing until all the

way through the ropes
4. Participants briskly walk to beginning and repeat until music stops

Cues 
1. Remind participants to wait until first person has completed ropes 1 and 2 before

beginning
2. Encourage good upper body mechanics

Safety Tips 
1. Allow ample space between participants
2. Avoid stepping on jump ropes to prevent tripping
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Station 3:  Jump-Over-The-Fence-------------------- ------------- 

Set-Up 
1. Each participant is given a 4”-6” hurdle
2. Participants begin in a standing position, feet slightly outside of shoulder-width
3. Hands are straight and raised above the head
4. Participants lower body into a squat position while simultaneously swinging arms down

past the hips
5. Participants jump laterally over the hurdle and lands in a squat position
6. Participant repeats in a back and forth manner for the duration of the Station

Cues 
1. Keep chest up
2. Follow proper squat form

Safety Tips 
1. Avoid if contraindicated by any biomechanical limitations
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Station 4:  Shadow Boxing w/ Weights-------------- ------------ 

Set Up 
1. Each participant receives a weight of 3 pounds or lighter
2. Keeping the hands above the shoulders, participants box an imaginary opponent for

the duration of the music
Cues 

1. Hands stay above shoulders
2. A combination of punches is recommended
3. Feet stay moving

Safety Tips 
1. Keep weight close to body, do not fully extend arms
2. Stop if any sign of shoulder pain
3. Modify to fit ability level
4. Allow ample space between participants
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Station 5:  Agility Ladder Ickie Shuffle--------------- ------------ 

Set Up 
1. Participants begin lined up behind an agility ladder in single file line
2. First participant begins facing parallel to ladder with the left foot in the first square
3. The right foot slides to replace the left foot in square one
4. The left foot is placed on the ground outside the ladder
5. The right foot then steps forward to square two
6. The left foot then slides over to replace the right foot
7. The right foot is place on the ground outside the ladder
8. This is repeated as fast as possible through the entire ladder
9. Participants walk briskly back to beginning and repeat until music stops.

Cues 
1. Reinforce proper running mechanics
2. Do not touch slats on ladder
3. Attempt to keep eyes up
4. Begin slowly and build up speed

Safety Tips 
1. Encourage a controlled pace to avoid tripping or falling
2. Spread participants out to avoid running over each other
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Station 6:  Medicine Ball Sidewinders---------------        -----      -------- 

Set-Up 
1. Each participant receives a 6 to 10 pound medicine ball
2. Participants sit on the ground with their legs bent at 90 degrees, feet on the ground
3. Holding the medicine ball with arms straight out in front, participants rotates side to

side, observing the medicine ball crossing the mid-line
4. Repeat for duration of the drill
5. For more difficulty, feet can be elevated off ground and arms can straighten

Cues 
1. Lift up in the stomach
2. Do not lift feet if pain is in the back or loss of control

Safety Tips 
1. Avoid if pain in lower back
2. Allow ample space between participants
3. Instruct participants to hold on to the ball at all times
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Station 7:  In-and-Out Dribbles------------------------- ------------ 

Set Up 
1. 8 cones are placed in a line about 2-3 feet apart
2. Each participant receives a ball (soccer or basketball size)
3. Participants line up in a single file line behind first cone
4. Using the feet, the first participant dribbles in and out around each of the cones

keeping control of the ball
5. Participants walk briskly back along sides and repeat for duration of music

Cues 
1. Keep the ball close to the foot
2. Use the inside and the outside of the foot to dribble
3. Do not touch the cones with the ball

Safety Tips 
1. Encourage participants to keep the eyes up to avoid running into each other
2. Demonstrate a controlled pace
3. Allow ample space between participants
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Station 8:  Bean Bag Slider Game-------------------        --       ------------ 

Set Up 
1. Set up a grid of 4-6 cones (area dependant on space)
2. Each participant receives a bean-bag
3. Participants move around the inside of the grid hopping on 1 foot attempting to slide

the bean bag across the floor with either hand and hit another participants foot
4. Once a participant is hit by a bean bag, they must leave the grid and do 20 jumping

jacks before returning
5. This is done for the duration of the music

Cues 
1. Instruct participants to keep bean bags sliding on ground
2. If a participant is hit by a bean bag not on the ground, they do not have to leave the

grid

Safety Tips: 
1. Enforce rules about bean bag staying below the waist
2. Allow ample room between participants
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Wall Signs 

General Safety Tips with All Levels 
1. Thoroughly explain and demonstrate each activity
2. Review and observe safety tips for each exercise
3. Encourage safe, controlled, pain free movement
4. Instruct participants as to how to monitor heart rate

Print and Hang the Wall Signs 
1. Try to utilize color ink to heighten awareness
2. It is suggested to print and post the appropriate illustrated pages that coordinate with

the wall signs to enhance visual learning.
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